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Abstract

No wonder two movements described in such similar terms are so often confused. One strives to knit services together, the other to cultivate collaborative practice amongst their workers. Dedicated though both of them are to the improvement of health and social care, integrated care falters without engaging the workforce actively as partners in change whilst interprofessional care falters without organisational support. Neither stands alone. Each depends on the other.
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Searching for solutions

Policy makers turn first to organisational ‘solutions’ when services are found wanting—joint planning, joint finance, coordinating machinery and service integration. Outcomes too often disappoint. The integration of some services distances them from others [1], adding to the pressures on staff to collaborate across organisational divides. Implications for the workforce are easily overlooked as reorganisation destabilises working relationships, boundaries are redrawn, power redistributed, roles redefined and services downsized. Recurrent reorganisation demoralises and debilitates, generating stress and prompting defensive behaviour between professions and between organisations [2], at the very time when collaboration may be most critical to implement change in a spirit of give and take. Efforts are redoubled as one round of reorganisation follows another in the confident (or overconfident) expectation that this time the projected improvements will result [3]. The structural fallacy has long since been exposed where policymakers rely on organisational solutions without heeding the human factor [4].

Lessons have been learned the hard way; policy makers today appreciate better than did their forebears the need not only to take workforce planning into account but also education. They call for core curricula across pre-licensure programmes to instill common values, knowledge and skills in the expectation that barriers will then be transcended between the professions freeing up the deployment of personnel in response to the exigencies of the services and the aspirations of the workers. Most recently, the global commission on health professions’ education [5] was noteworthy for embracing both the workforce and the collaborative practice agenda, but stopped short from drawing on IPE sources and resources [6].
Countering professional resistance

Proposals to liberate roles, responsibilities, and to further career progression, may be welcomed by some professions but resisted by others intent on protecting their territory. They may be united in fearing that the imposition of common curricula will threaten their identities, devalue their distinctive expertise, erode their specialist studies and weaken their control over their education and practice. Resistance, which may be rooted in conservatism and professional self-interest, is exacerbated when educational proposals are presented insensitively with undertones of anti-professionalism. Educational engineering is counterproductive when it becomes a lightning conductor for dissent.

The professions seek reassurance that the distinctive contribution which each makes to practice will be respected and their voice heard when formulating and implementing education and service reforms. Core curricula are incorporated more readily when teachers are accorded time and space to identify commonalities in values, competence and context across professional demarcation as they design and develop the IPE and come to entrust their students with each other. Approached thus, IPE leads into common learning, organically and gradually by mutual consent within acknowledged constraints, reconciling objectives and content for workforce development and collaborative practice operationally and conceptually [7].

Introducing interprofessional education

But common studies are not enough. They may help in generating a more flexible workforce, but do little, unless and until the experience of the interprofessional movement is taken into account, to further collaborative practice. Including IPE enables the professions to learn with, from and about each other [8]. Then, and only then, may they develop critical appreciation of what each other contribute to collaborative practice in response the increasingly compound and complex needs presented by individuals, families and communities [9].

IPE was grafted on to common curricula in Norway [10] and has coexisted uneasily with such curricula in the United Kingdom since the turn of the century [11]. It was introduced less ambiguously in countries like Sweden and the United States where the lead came from interprofessional activists with governments less involved and, more recently, in those like Australia, Canada and Japan where the implementation of government-led policies has been informed by an interprofessional ethos which is now well documented and readily accessible. Principles have been enunciated [12], competency-based outcomes framed [13–15], theoretical perspectives compared [Barr, H. (forthcoming)] towards a theoretical framework for interprofessional education. Journal of Interprofessional Care and evidence assembled [16, 17].

Weighing the evidence

Findings from those reviews, corroborated by those from more recent evaluations, confirm that pre-licensure IPE can meet intermediate objectives, namely the modification of reciprocal attitudes and perceptions and the acquisition of shared knowledge bases whereas post-licensure IPE can change practice. Seemingly modest outcomes at the pre-licensure stage have been cited by critics as evidence of the limited impact of IPE, making neither allowance for the immaturity of the students still mastering their respective ‘trades’ nor the competing claims of profession-specific studies on their time, or for the methodological constraints in identifying and controlling intervening variables between the learning and the practice. A more constructive response uses those outcomes as the base baseline for continuing interprofessional development (CIPD) impacting more immediately on practice.

Progress is nevertheless being made in extending and improving outcomes from pre-licensure IPE by introducing more rigorous learning methods like virtual environments [19], developing team-based interprofessional practice learning [20] and preparing the teachers [21].

CIPD impacts most immediately on service improvement and quality of care when it is employment-based between experienced participants in the same workplace employing methods, such as continuous quality improvement [22], cooperative inquiry [23] and practice professional development planning [24, 25], complemented by university-based post-qualifying programmes to generate a cadre of leaders and to promote progressive models of care. Methods like problem-based learning [26] and, by way of contrast, appreciative inquiry [27], can be applied more readily in pre-licensure IPE to heighten motivation and enhance skills in effecting change.

Building bridges

I have sought, within the constraints of one short paper, to convey the potential which is being activated in and through work-based interprofessional learning
to engage practising professionals positively and constructively as partners in implementing, shaping and sometimes originating change as they harness the power of collaborative interprofessional endeavour. Eschewing arguments that the only effective IPE is in the workplace between experienced practitioners, I have commended pre-licensure IPE as the means to instil the habit of collaborative learning and practice grounded in shared knowledge and the reinforcement of collaborative competence as the growing evidence base confirms.

Much remains to be done to bridge the gap between the formulation of policy and its implementation, to empower practitioners to influence and instigate change, and to open dialogue between policy makers and practitioners. One way is to involve policy and service managers as participants in IPE with practising professionals. Another is to encourage conversation between exponents of integrated and interprofessional care, which is why I welcome the invitation from your editor to highlight some of the issues.
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